Eley, John
Stafford Co
Survey 11 Nov. 1728
464 acres
1 item
By the hand of a warrant from the Proprietors Office dated the day of November 11th 1728. Have surveyed for John Neal of the County of Kings for four hundred sixty acres of land lying and being in the said county and bounded as follows, to begin at a maple on the South side of Rennells river and near the road leading from the same. S 35° E 80° pole to a red oak on the same S 6° W 64° pole to a red oak in a spnined field, Thence S 55° E 14° pole to a large white oak on the same S 55° E 14° pole to a red oak Thence N 14° E 80° pole to a red oak Spill on same of high tile Thence N 30° E 100° pole Thence N 55° W 34° pole to a red oak on the 30° E 100° pole to a gate by a beaver dam Thence N 30° E 147° pole to a gate by a beaver dam Thence N 40° W 395° pole to a gate by a beaver dam. Thence N 30° W 112° pole to a sown red oak on the side of a hill Thence S 70° W 33° pole to a sown red oak on the side of the said hill, Thence S 70° E 112° pole to a sown red oak on the side of the said hill, Thence S 70° E 112° pole to a sown red oak on the side of the said hill, Thence N 40° E 390° pole to the place all be sown by the late occupant. Surveyed by James Thomas of the said.